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More and more people are evolving past customary expected ways of
being, acting,
and interacting into higher outward expressions of enlightened divinity.

More and more are embracing authentic enlightened behaviors,
expressing their own unique divinities within their spirits and souls.
Five years ago there was a solar eclipse at this point.
This solar eclipse was energizing divine expressions of love, justice, and
freedom
of following inner guidance,
unity, happiness and
true spiritual morality
expressing through mystical behaviors.
Mystical behaviors express through outer appearances such as
mystical clothing and hair styles etc.

in addition to ways of behaving and gestures.
This important emphasis on mystical behaviors will be in effect over the
next 14 years.

9 degrees Taurus

The Angels
of
Mystical Behaviors
Also known as

The Angels
of

Orienell

Beloved,

The roles and functions of the sons and
daughters of Divine Being, as divinely inspired
co-creators of the physical world,
are those of splendor and majesty, true spiritual
morality, vitality and beauty.

Because of this, we inspire the
mystical behaviors that correspond to
divine cognition.
There are seven chackras, or
spinning vortexes of energy, in the
human body.
The three below the heart are the
soul.
The three above the heart are the
spirit.
When the soul and spirit are married
in sacred love in the heart,
immortality becomes
possible.

Mystical behaviors have great power
to anchor heavenly states into
physical realities

because they affect emotions of the
doer and those who witness.
The quantum field operates through
emotions.
Emotions must be happy for cohesion
to exist.
Happiness depends on the highest
good of all happening,
because all beings are part
of a unified field of consciousness.
When one is harmed, it affects all in
the quantum field.
When one is helped, all are helped.

Each chackra corresponds to
important glands that secret
powerful consciousness
changing chemicals into the
bloodstream.
The first chackra is everything to do with physical
reality.
The second is everything to do with relationships.
The third is everything to do with emotions.
The heart must love physical reality,
relationships, and emotions to keep them pure
and divine.
The fifth chackra is everything to do with
creativity.
The sixth is everything to do with wisdom and
knowledge.
The seventh is everything to do with desires and
willpower.
The heart must love creativity, knowing and
desires to keep them pure and divine.
When the first three and the last three are loved
equally, a
nd work together in harmony through
unconditional divine love,
immortality becomes possible,
as glandular centers produce anti-aging and
consciousness enlightening substances.

We help you understand that Divine love
manifests
through behaviors of sons and daughters of
Divine Being.

We inspire gestures, postures, prayers, and
ceremonies in daily life that align with being, will,
thought,
emotions, and sensations in the physical body temple
that are flowing with divine virtues.
Through these empowered behaviors, Divine
Consciousness profoundly impacts the physical realm.

Manifesting
Divine Will for
perfect
expressions of
cosmic love in
practical terms
often comes
about by
mystical

actions ,,,actions resulting from
cognition made possible by love divine.
This divine loving cognition brings through beneficial
changes, allowing divine harmony to prevail.

Mystical behaviors come from strong intuitive
connections, inner guidance, clear
conscience,
and the experience of unity with all.
This results in flowing emotions of supreme
happiness through all concerned.

We inspire behaviors that give vitality to creation
through the majesty and splendor and true spiritual
morality of all
the divine virtues taken together.
Our responsibility is to facilitate success and
satisfaction through transmutation,

divine justice and harmony, clear inner guidance,
mastery of cause and effect, supreme happiness, and
attunement to divine virtues in everything that has
been created.
Intuitive inner guidance inspires sitting in certain
postures, called Asanas,

and performing prayers and movements that express
divine states of consciousness.

Mystical behaviors have always had great
power to anchor heavenly states into physical
realities.
These behaviors communicate through
the virtue of omnipresent unity within all
chackras of the human body and outwardly
with everything in creation.

MIRACLES

O-R-I-E-N-E-L-L
Umlaut O, eu, and O

Looking at creation through eyes of flowing divine
love reveals and enlivens indwelling Divine
Perfection.
Acute discernment of spiritual justice
in the interest of bringing happy and successful
circumstances in everyday life awakens.

R Easily articulating spiritual wisdom,

I factoring in the karmic consequences of all
actions and doings,

E cosmic consciousness is infused into material
forms

N while keeping interactions between people in
harmonious balance.

E The intuitive ability to intensify concepts and
thought forms so powerfully
as to allow the universal transfer of divine
consciousness

L causes spiritualization of emotions and

L enlightenment of the emotional body.

The melody of our name is D-sharp, C, C, G, D, A,
D, F, and F.

MIRACLES

Footnotes

The names and meaning of angel groups come from Quaballah,
which is a very ancient set of teachings which together form a
common precursor, or root, of three of the world's religions:
Judaism, Islam, and Christianity.
Each degree of the zodiac is ruled by a high being of the heavenly
host in the zone girdling the earth, and the angels who work with
him or her.

The being and the angels share the same name. This name is a key to
their powers and influence.
Names, phrases, and sections, in the angel messages are quoted or
paraphrased from the books of Franz Bardon.
Information of the heavenly hosts of the zone girdling the earth is
referenced from
THE PRACTICE OF MAGICAL EVOCATION, ISBN 3-921338-02-6,
and Information of the divine virtues and the letters are referenced
from THE KEY TO THE TRUE QUABALLAH, ISBN 3-921338-12-4].
Publisher is Dieter Rüggeberg, Wuppertal/W. Germany. These books
have very important information for these studies.

The book " Initiation into Hermetics" ISBN 3-921338-01-8, is a
preparatory book for the others.

Franz Bardon's last autobiographical book, "Frabato the Magician",
gives historical background and was compiled by his German
publisher from notes written by Franz Bardon.

***********

Feel free to share these messages.

The Law of One is the original law of Creation, and is the supreme
Law over all laws in all dimensions.

THE LAW OF ONE

We are all one.
When one is harmed, all are harmed.
When one is helped, all are helped.

Therefore, in the name of who I AM,
and I am one with all there is;
I ask that ONLY

THE HIGHEST GOOD OF ALL CONCERNED happen .
I give thanks that this is done.
SO BE IT!
So it is.

